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ABSTRACT

If the usual integrals defining displacement and momentum thicknesses are used for mixing
layers with a change in the range of integration, th'y (Hvel'ge in gener:\!. Consequentl)',
tho familiar von K,uman equation is not generally applicahle to " mixing byer. Previous
worksused the device of dividing tho lay.r into two sub-I,,)""" and using one integral for
each separately witl, a continuity condition on .h9'" st,ess. Suitable definitions of
displacement and other thicknesses "re given hore, and a mo"wntnlTI integral relation i.
obtained. Its form is different from VOIlKarman's equ:ction. The formnlation given here is

applieable to incompressible "",I compte.sible fluids, hemin", and turhulont fJow' and to
two-dimensional and axisymmetric flows.

I. I NTR ODUCTION

Mixing between two largely lllVlscid streClillS is of interBgt in problems vf
baseflows, mixing of chemicals, meteorology and :iwdie,; on the sLructnre of
turbulence.

Classi~al definitions of displacement ana other thir-knesses are designed for

boundary-layer type of flows which HTe confined on one side by a solid wall.

They cannot be applied with a simple change of range of integl:Jtion to a layer
between two streams, ,tS the integrals use,1 in the deiiniti.)ns (li,-ergo in general.

" Consequently, the familiar van Karm'll! momentnm i "tegfal eql1atioll is 110t
applicable to snch a layer :\s a whole Hnwevrr, it is pu~"ihle tCJdivide the layer

into a top part and :1bottom palt and to apply the ns!:all'elation to the parts
separately and to use continuity of shear stress. S'Jch a device was used for
example, by Lock (J9t>l) who :;tudicii the mixing between two incompressible
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fluids. When the fluids have different properties, there is a well defined

interface which can be used as a natural boundary. Kubota and Dewey (1964)
used this device when the propelties varied continuously. Quite apart frolD
the arbitrariness of the boundary between the two parts in the absence of II
discontinuity in material properties, the number of unknowns (thickness
parameters on either side) and the number of conditions ,one equation for

each sub-layer and continuity conditions) increase thus adding complexityto analysis.

This brief paper extends the defi nitions of the thicknesses for mixing
layers and obtains corresponding integral relations.

The formulation given here is valid for incompressible and compressible
fluids, steady laminar and stationary turbulent flows, and for two-dimensional

and axisymmetric flows. Pressure gradient may be non-zero. In axisymmetric
flows, it is assumed that the thickness of the layer is small in comparison with
the distance of the layer from the axis of symmetry,

It is of COurse assumed that bOi1l1dary-layer approximations are valid.

'1'he motion of the layer is governed by the familiar continuity and momen-
tum equations, namely,

(Prku)" + (Prkv)y;=:0, (1)

P(tlU" + VUy) = -p" + 'y' (2)

and the boundary conditions are

(3)

Constancy of pre~sure across the layer requires that Pld (U,')fdx-P,d (U/) I dICis zero.
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A third boundary condition on normal velocities at large Iy I or displace-

ments of streamlines is required to make the solution unique. This condition
can in principle be obtained by higher.order analysis of the inviscid streams.
Usual treatment is to rely on the Prandtl's transposition theorem (Rosenhead,
1\)133)and to obt.ain a standard solution by requiring that x-axis is a stream-line.
Other solutions can be generated from the standard solution by using the
theorem. (In symmetrical flows, an additional condition can be readily
obtained by using symmetry properties). In adclition, suitable initial conditions
are needed for the solution, but they 00 not concern us here.

U, v are the velocity components in the usnn.l boundary-layer type of x, y
coordinates, x-axis lying within the layer; P. p(x) and, are density. pressure
and shear stress. r(x) is the radial distance from the axis of symmetry in the

axi.symmetric case, and k is zero or one depending on whether the flow is two-
dimensional or axisymmetric, Suffixes x and y denote partial differentiation,
r.nd suffixes 1 and 'l the values n.t the two edges.

When the fluid is incompressible and the flow is turbulent, the quantities
refer to mean values and, is the total shear ,tress. p(x) refers to mean

pressure at the edges ancl the normal stress terms in the momentulD equation,
which are sometimes considered by some IWlhors, ,ue absent in the approxi-

IWltiol1 considered here (l~ot.ta,.l\HU, p.!:'\).

In the Ci1seof tmbulent mixing IayeI' of a compressible fluid, v is the SUill
of the me..n normal velocity and a term involving fluctnations of density and

nOlmll1 velocit\. (i.e. fI' v' fP), so that equIl.lioll (1)continues to remain valid.
(Sch\lbauer and Tehen, 19G1, p. 17)

For the presc.nt pnrpose, it. is not necessary to couside!' the eyuatioll of
state, internal energy or Imy mallei of turbulence

2. DEFI:\ITIO:-:

'rhe displacement thickness 8* and \.hicknes:i 8" uf any extensive quantity
q are defined by

;i I

I

'; I
. Ii I

jij
..

y- (1) : u-U,(x), P-P,(x), ,-0,

Y--(1): 'u-U,(x), P-P,(x), ,-0.
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11,

f pudy-p,U,(y,-B*) + P1U1(y,-B*)-+O.
11.

11,

J puqdy-P,U,q'(YJ -B*-Bq) +PaU,q, (y,-8*-8q)--+O,
11.

as y, -+ 00, Ya--+ - 00 .
as y--+-00. It is assumed that q--+q,(.c) as y-oo and q"""12(x)

g I Ur
~IU1q,

- 0

92UZ ~.2U2q2

Fig. 1. Interpret:lt,ion of 8* and 8.

As shown in Fig. 1,8* can be int,erprcterl flSthe location of an infinitesimal

layer whieh has the same maSB flux as the given layer and, 8* + 8qas tbe
location of another infinitesimal hyer which has the Same flux of of q as tbe
given layer. As 8* and 8q describe locrltions of infinitesimal layers, they can
be negative despite the contrary suggestion in the terminology of tbe
t.hickncss. Also. the val!!e of 0* (lepenils on the locrltion of the x.axis. but 8q
is in\'arient under translation of the x-axis.
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(4)

It is customary to relate 8* to the diqplacement of a distant streamline. If
'~.axisis along a streamline and if the initial profiles on both sides of the
'streamline are uniform, the displacements 8,* and 8a*of the two streams away
)romthe x-axis would be '

(5)
11,

p,U.8,. = ~(PIUI-PU)dY,
0

0

P,UJ>,*= ~ (P,U,-Pu)dy,

11.

(4a)

80that

(P,U, -P,U,)8* = P,U18.* + PaU,o,*.
(4b)

So8* is a weighted average of the nisplacements of the dist'1nt streamlines on
the two sides, In the special C:1se when U, is zero, 0* differs from the

displacementof a distant streamline on the top side. (Note that in this case
" the distant streamlines on the 101ver sides come from large distances maki ng

8,* inf inite).

Clearly, rel,1tion (5) can be used to define momentum thickness O(q= u),
energythickness, enthal py thickness, concentration thickness and Reynolds
stressth iekness ete.

If U1 is zero, ,\lid u (y) is Zero for lI';';;;'O,the aboye definitiolls reduce to the
usual definitiolls for!t boundary-layer.

The following exrres~ions for 8* and 8q can !lOW be readily obtained
from (4) and (5).

0

8* =r r,a ,-pu. dll+ r_fPcP~-- dy,
j P,U,-P,U, j P,U,-P,U,

(6)

0

h

= lim r-.f~..!!p,U,-2Pu ~dy.
h-ooj 'l(P,U,-P,U,)

-h

(7)

5

II
i .

---
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8q=
J P.U,q.-puq - P.U.-Pu dy,P.U.q.-P2U2ql PIU.-p,U,

co

-
J

P2U2Q,-PUq

- P.U1ql- P,U,Q2 P2U2-PU dy,
PIUI-P,U2

::= i PIU.Q. tP2U,Q,-'2PUQ - p,a, + P2U,-2Pu- dy
j '2(P,U,'l,-P2U,Q2) :!.(P,U,-P,U,) .- 00

'I'he above expressions Ulay become singular as PI UI -.. P2V2 a.nd
PI UI q, -.. P,U2Q" if the nnmerators do not approach zero sufliciently rapidly.

Alternate Jefinitions like

0

3*' =
J (1-,~I~) dy + [(1- ~ )dy

PIU, J P2U,
0

have the disadvantage of becoming singular when the tinid is at rest on oneside
of the layer, i. e U, is zero. Since j;his case is of considerable interest and has

been extensively investigated, it is desirable tha.t the integr~ls used in the
definition do not diverge for the caqe U,=O, U,c;tO.

Clearly, the precee,ling definitions are not designed fo)rwakes (UI =V,;t.O,
etc.) or jets ill skltionary surro:mdings (U, =U,''''0, etc.) (Appendix shows how
greater genemlity can be attained).

I"'l'EfTHAL HELcITI()~S

Attention is foclissell un obtaining mas;; and momentul1l integrals. Other
integrals for kinetic energy, enthalpy, cOllcentratioll, Heynolds streRS etc. can
be obtrtineJ by a simil:l1' r~asoning.

'J.,.
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The outer inviscid flow (U, V,P) is given by

(8)

U", U,(:e), v O'VV'y 1/, p",p,.

(9)
i is one for upper edge (y>O) a.nd two for the lower f3dge(y<O). V,y(x) is the
valne of the normal derivative at the axis y =0, where it is assumed that V,=O.
Massand momentum equations for inviscid flow are

(p,rkU,)x- p,rkV/y = 0, (13)

(10)

PiU,U,X= -Px (14)

Here repeated indices do not imply summation.

On the basis of kllown properties of boundary-layer equations, we assume
that

(II) It = U /(x) + D(y"), 11 =V,yy + 11,+ 0(1),

,-,-p/(X)+p,!Y+O(y-I), forl~ny n, aslyl-+oo,
(1"»

so that

0= PjV/yY -i-p/v, + p/V,y+ o(l}.
(16)

Although there is no clear general indicl1tioll about the behl1viour of P frow

bounrhry-layer flows, we will assnJlle for simplicity Pi=O (If it is not zero,

;1" the term p/V,yca.nhe added to the eq\H~tionsobtained below.).
~\

To ol.Jtaiu the ltla~8 integral, we thst get frow (l) and (lij)

[rk(P,Ui- Pit)], -1 frk(p,V /yY -pv)Jy == U.
(17)

u!

d
, !Ii" "I" ,
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The above equation is integrated across the layer with i=l for y>O and i::.2
for y<O. Useof (6) and (16) then yields the mass integral relation in the form

-;- dd [rk(PIU1-paU.)8*)-(p,vl -P.v,) =0.r .&

While the rate of change of displacement thickness can be simply related
to the slope of a streamline at the outer edge in a bOlllldary-layer, the relation-
ship is more complex in a mixing layer. This is to be expected for if the fluid

is at rest on one side of the layer, the entrained fluid comes into the layer in a
normal direction and the slope of the streamline there is infinite.

To obtain the momentum integral. we first write the expression for
momentum thickness 8 by taking q =u and using (5) as

'"

(P,U,'-P,U,') (8*+8)::: J (P,U,' - pu') dy+ J P,U.'-Pu')dy
0

We then obtain, by multiplying (1), (;2), (13) and (14) by -u,'-rk,vl a.nd rk,
respectively ane] adding tbem.

[rk(PIU;' - Pn'J]x + [rk{(PIUIVly!l-Puv) + Th Jy=O. (20)

lutegnHiou across the layer wIth i::. 1 for y >0 and i::. 2 for y<O gives

~- d~ [rk(p,U,'-P,UI') to+8*J]-(PIU,v,-P,U,V,)::.0.
(21)

Here (iI), (15), (16), and (19) have been lIsed.

It should be emphasised that integral relations (18) and (21) are sufficiently

general to permit the presence of pressure gradient, variation of properties etC.
Also, VI represents the excess normal velocity induced by the layer at the
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edges and is not in general equal to the normal velocity of a fluid particle at
the edge of the layer.

(18) Elimination of v/(i =1 or 2) from (18) and (21) yields

{PIU.+P.U.+ .ed,- u, u, }
~ dIrk 0) + 8 {U~- U1'dP,}U1-U, rk dx (UI-U. d.& dx

+ PIUI i.(rk8*) +8* d(P/UI)-Plvl=O
rk dx dx

(22)

The above equation may bp,compa.reo with the cla3sical von Karman equation
(say.Rosenhead, 1953, chapter 5, equation (42). The last term arising from

~
.

' entrainment is similar to the suction term in the classical equation and it has

~ to be obtJ.ined from the third bou ndary condition discussed earlier.

(19) Simplel' Croms of (22) are given below for particular cases.

(a) I ncornpressible fluids: Cansi.Ie: two streams of homogeneous incompressible
fluids of equal density (i. e P=P, =p,). Then (2:2) can he writtetl as

(V, + V,) ~ ~(rkf)) +..!2. dIrk 8*) + 8* aUI - v, = 0rk dx rk dx dx
(22 a)

(b) Constant Ditter st1'callt conditions: This case of zero pressure gradient is

also of special interest, (P, :tnd UI do not change with x). Relation (22) then
becomes

{PIU. + P,U 2+ PI-P2 U'U2}~ (~!kO) t PIUI d(rk8*)_PIV/=O
U I - U, rk dx rk dx

(22b)

(c) Whm fluid is at rest on one side: This case is of considerable interest.
Say, U, is zero. Constancy of pressure requires that UI does not change with x.
Equation (22) tben simplifies to

;ii'
'.1

"

,~
~j,

j
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! d(rk(})+..!.. dPa+ p,U, J d(rk8*) lJ*U, dP. _P,v, =0.
rk dx PI dx P,UI rk dz PIUa dz PaUl (220)

(Other equations like equation of state ma.ybe used to show that dPI/dx is zero.)

(d) When x-axis is a streamline: This condition is sometimes used in mixing
layer analysis. Integration of (17) with the condition that v is zero at y =0
leads to

Y,

~ 3... [ i rk(P,fJ,-Pu)dy ] -PtV,:oO.
rk dx J (18a)

0

Elimination of p,v/ frolll (18a) and (~1) and use of (19) gives

0

,.k { 1 pu(U.-It)dy+ 1 PU(U2-U)dY} =constant.
u

1'he above rei at ion way be com pared with the special case gi ven by Lock
(ID51, pA5).

IntegralrcbtiulJ8 (ItJ), (:21) and (l:.!)can "ho \.e ulJtai ned by t:orresponding
control volume arguments.

'rhe preceeding IlJOW13ntUIl1integral relation can be use.] in several ways.
011e is to c~eck the two-dimensionality or axisymmetric nature of flows observed
in experiments. The other is to assess errors in a lIumerical calculation, (e. g.
say one using implicit finite-cliffcrence marching scheme) StiJl another is in
the prediction oi gross qU:.LntitieHby assuming a family of profiles aud possibly
some integml hypothesis of turbuleuce like Head's entrainment hypotheeis of
turbulence like Heao'~ entrainment hypothEsis. In this connection, it could
jJrovide a way of :1CC01Olltillgfor the effect of initial bonn1ar.v-layer conditions
'\lIc1 possihly non-similar profiles in supersonic base flO\\'8
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4. OTHER INTEGRAL PARAMETERS

'fwo integral parameters are frequently used in base flow models following
their introduction by Korst (1954 and 1956). Here we will give somewhat more

, general definitions of these parameters and relate them to 8* and 8. (i.e.
assumptions of constant total temperature, similarity of profile, and use of

" certain coordina.tes are not made.) We will restrict attention to the case (c).

As shown in Figure 2, the mass balance of control volume ABOD gives

Y
91.U,

'8

g I'U,
.

CYI

x

Ii

DIVIDING STREAM

YJ LINE
D

Y2
EF

U2!: 0

Fig. 2. L,)cation of di\iiling strealllliu"

!II 11,

(2 n?)k I pudy:.= {h1!'o)k I pull!! + ill,
('L3)

lIj
1IA

Suffix J':ero indicates initial conilii,ion and ill, is the llla~s flnx through side BC.

Here Yj is the coordinate of the streamline divilling the fluid of the stream
from that which was originally at rest. Similarly the momentum balance of
control volnme FBCE. over wbich prEssure is constant. giyes

II,
".,

(2nr)k ~ pu'dy=U,n),+ (2nl'o)k [ UI j pudy-.p,171'tJv J 0

(:/4)

11
, ,

"'A
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Hero suffix 0 indicates initial values. When Y2 IStaken sufficiently away frOIn
the layer, the momentum flux of Il1ass entering through FF is Zero, Elimin-
ation of 11J.from (22) and (24) results into.

V,

rk J pu2dy =1,kUI

V.

V,

J Pudy-r/P,UI28o'

YJ

-The above relation can be used to evaluate Vi the location of the dividing
streamline if u(y),P(y), 1', ro and 00 are known. However as YI increases both
the integral!; diverge and evaluation of YJ becomes awkward. A more conven-
ient form can be obtained by using (4) and (5),

Yj

rkp,U,2(y;_--,;*-O' ==rkU, lp.u,(y,-;;*)- 1 PlldyJ -rokp,U,20"

or

Yj

J
pu

P udy '=0- Iro)k, , rOo. (26)

'rhe eqnations (25) and (26) may be compared with eqnation (31) of Charwat
(lInO).

Since the term of the left side is simply the mass flux of entrained fluid

from the lower side, the above eqnation ca.n also be oht.ained by equation (22c).

The second integral parameter introdnced by l{orst was the location of an

"intrinsic" coordinate system. We define this locat,ion by Ymgiven by

Yj Y,

(2nr)k J PU'dY'=(2nro)kJpll'dY+(2n2')kp,U,IYm.
YA

(27)
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(The sign of Ym in the above is different from the sign used by Korst, as it
refers here to the location of the "intrinsic" axis in the given coordinates,
while it referred in Korst's work to the location of a given coordinate axis in

. the "intrinsic" system, The definitions (6) and (8) immediately give the
following simple relation

(25) (28)rk(Ym + 8 + 8*) = 1,.k(YA+ O~+ 8. *).

Thus cha. nges of Ym indicate change of 8* + ()a.nd not on Iy momentum thickness.
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ApPENDIX

It is p~)SJibleto aU:tin greater gencrality at a. certain price. For instance,
we can compare the mass flllx and. flux of q hotween y, ~tnd. Y2 with
corresponding fluxes of an inviscid flow with a discontinuity 3.1.a. chosen
location y, and obta.in length scales and 8* and I>qin terms of chosen sca.les

ProU,.and q,. of density, velocity and. q. We a.ccordingly define 8* a.nd ~by

YI

1 Plldy-PIUI(y, -Y3)+p,U,(Y,-1h)+P,U,I>*-'0,
(4a)

!/"

Y,

1 puqdy - P, U 11/,(YI- YI) + P2U,'l,(y,- y,) + p,.U,r;,(8* t '3,,)--+0,
(5a)

Y2

as Y 1--+<X>, and y 2-> -- <X>.

If the flow h~tSa.n axis of symmetry, as in a symmetric jet or wake, the

location 1/3Cl1n be t[tkcn to coincide with the axis. If the locatIOn Y3 is taken

to be zero, the sc:tles I>~~and ~genemJly depend on the coordillf1te axes, Since
(,

:l
i

''Jt.'..

J~"'

.

I~
iN~,

'r~!
;:j)
,)1

. :r;
Jrl

!'I
,,'i"i

Ii.
.,.

\1"

.

I

'!~:

.I Ji
.I!m
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mixing la.yers usually do not hiwe an axis of symmetry of mean velocity
profile, we may opt for some preferred location y,(e.g, maxima of vorticity,

va.nishing of norm'!.l velocityetc,), or we m:ty choo.3e to ;Juke 8q independent
of Y3'

From (4a) and (580),we get

y,

I pu(q-q,)dy-P\U,y.(q,-q,) I P,U,y,(q\-q,)
Yo

1- [y,{P I U ,(q 1- q,)- P,u \(q, -q,)}] + P,U,IJ,8q--+o, (29)

as y.-+oo, and y,-+-oo.

If the reference quantities Pro U" and q, are independent of y" the last

bracket contains all the terms which may depend 03 y,. If 8qis to he indepen-
dent of y"

'f,(P. U, - PI U,) -(PI U,If,-PI U, 'h):= 0 (30)

rhis cou,lition is trivi~tlly s~:\tisfie,1in flows in which PI = p" U, ==U,' fl. =q" as
in sy lXlluetric~d jets ana wakes.

Definitions (4) an,l (5) are special c:\se of (-la) :tn1 (:'n), IVi'h 'I, hkcn as
zero, and

p, U, "-'(P. U, - PI U,L P, U, If,= (P.U, If,-PI UI q,), (31)

and hence the conclition (:W) is sfttisli('(1.

ApaL't from p.J;;sible.1ependence on y" the ,1efinitiuIJs (-la) find (5a) do not
lea(l to a simple int'~rpret:ttion of the type shown in Fig. 1.

Clearly, the clefinitions (4a) ::\11<1(5(,) lead ouly to minor modifications of

(1R) and (21) where (p, U'-PI UI)8' ano (P, V,I_PI U,J) (8*+ 0) are replaced by
P, U, 8* and p, U,'(B*+ 0).
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Some plane steady motions in porous media
having a lenticular inhomogeneity
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(Received 28th !ifay 1U73)

l. I~'l'HODUC1'1O~

The Illation thro'igh inhomogeneous porons meJia of the second type has
heen stndied in several papers and books; we mention, for example, the problem
of the elliptical inhomogeneity [1], the general method proposed by Elena
Ul1gureanu-Davio PJ, and two recent hooks [3]. [4]. However, as we are
aware, tile motion in the presence of a lenticnlar inhomogeneity, even in the
simplE-stcase, has been considere,l only in one paper [fJ). '1'he cO!1c1itionsof
this C'\se are: unhounded isotropic hOIl\')geneOl1s poron" medium outside the
lens, in wIIich there is :t hom age nEOUSisotropic medium too,' steady slow pIane
motion of an incompressible newtoni[tn tlui,l, when at great distanceq there
is~, nJ1ifol'1lIstream. Here we deal with several problems of this hpe, sOllle of

them ge ner:tlizing previons rcsnUs of [5].

2. 'rIlE ~IAl'CHl\n PHOflLR\t

Let 0 be the flngle between the [txis O}' of a l'cd.\ngnlitr s\'ste1l1 OX}' anil
the velocity lie U at grcitt illstances. The stream function '!jl.of the uniform
111Otiouin the whole plane fillctl by a homogeneous porous medium will be

1fo=U(y sill 0 - "" cos 0). (1)
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